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Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

Altered Carbon

Out Of The Past
February 02, 2018

Waking up in a new body 250 years after his death, Takeshi Kovacs discovers he's been resurrected to
help a titan of industry solve his own murder.

The Americans

Harvest
May 09, 2018

Philip and Elizabeth come together for a perilous operation unlike any they’ve ever had before. Stan and
Henry spend a little quality time together.

Berlin Station

Everything’s Gonna Be Alt-Right
October 15, 2017

Under the direction of new Chief of Staff BB Yates (Ashley Judd), Daniel Miller (Richard Armitage),
Robert Kirsch (Leland Orser), Valerie Edwards (Michelle Forbes) and the rest of Berlin Station embark
on an unsanctioned operation to uncover a possible Far Right terrorist attack.

Billions

Elmsley Count
June 10, 2018

Axe dominates a capital raise event, but is soon challenged by an unexpected competitor. Chuck looks
to strike the ultimate blow on an enemy. Wendy reckons with past decisions, and chooses a side.
Connerty confronts Sacker about Chuck's activities. Taylor takes a big position.

Black Lightning

The Resurrection And The Light: The Book Of Pain
April 10, 2018

Tobias returns to Freeland and is tasked to capture Black Lightning

The Chi

Ghosts
January 21, 2018

Brandon asks Kevin for help to find his brother’s murderer. Laverne and Greavy make a life-changing
decision. Amir looks to capitalize on Emmett’s side gig, while Quentin returns to town to launch his own
investigation to find who murdered Jason.



Chicago Fire

It Wasn't Enough
September 28, 2017

Chief Boden makes a risky decision to save his men. Dawson deals with her father while Brett's
childhood friend visits and strikes the attention of someone within the firehouse, and Kidd goes head-to-
head with her landlord. Meanwhile, a fire at a high school hits close to home for Boden.

Chicago Med

Over Troubled Water
January 16, 2018

Dr. Charles feels pressure when Dr. Choi and Dr. Manning criticize his medical decision regarding an ill
newborn baby. Dr. Rhodes comes to terms with his relationship issues. Goodwin helps Bert understand
Lyla's sickness.

Chicago P.D.

Care Under Fire
November 15, 2017

In the wake of gang-related child abductions, Intelligence races time to find a kidnapped boy. The team
scours the VA records and tracks the suspects to a former Army Ranger. With his previous experience
as a Ranger, Halstead convinces Voight to send him undercover to get information from inside.

Code Black

Third Year
April 25, 2018

A drug bust-turned-shootout tests the bravery of all doctors as they race to save a girl in the crossfire.
Willis shifts his career focus to field medicine. Leanne faces the new but tragically familiar challenges
that parenting presents.

Counterpart

The Crossing
December 10, 2017

Howard Silk discovers the truth about where he works. The Office of Interchange searches for an
assassin.

Criminal Minds

Mixed Signals
April 18, 2018

The BAU is called to Taos, N.M. to investigate an UnSub who is targeting his victims' temporal lobes.

The Crown

Misadventure
December 08, 2017

As Philip leaves for a long tour, Elizabeth makes an upsetting discovery. Prime Minister Eden wants to
strike back after Egypt seizes the Suez Canal



Damnation

Dark Was The Night, Cold Was The Ground
January 11, 2018

Seth and the farmers take on the Black Legion with the help of unlikely allies.

The Deuce

Pilot
September 10, 2017

Vincent Martino leaves family life in Brooklyn behind for the vibrancy of ’70s Times Square; veteran
prostitute Candy struggles with a double life; flamboyant pimps dominate their stable of streetwalkers.

The Expanse

IFF
April 18, 2018

It's déjà vu all over again as Holden answers an unexpected distress signal. Elsewhere, a mysterious
captor hunts Bobby and Avasarala

Fear The Walking Dead

This Land Is Your Land
October 01, 2017

Alicia is thrust into a position of leadership where she's forced to make life-changing decisions.

For The People

Pilot
March 13, 2018

Set in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (a.k.a. “The Mother Court”),
six talented young lawyers work on opposite sides of the law and handle the most high-profile and high-
stakes federal cases in the country.

Game Of Thrones

The Spoils Of War
August 06, 2017

The Lannisters pay their debts. Daenerys weighs her options. Arya comes home.

Get Shorty

The Pitch
August 13, 2017

Miles Daly (Chris O’Dowd), muscle for a Nevada crime ring desperate to win back his wife and daughter,
travels to Los Angeles to collect on a debt from an aspiring screenwriter – whose script inspires Miles to
give Hollywood a shot.

The Gifted

eXploited
December 11, 2017

Jace is forced to hand over something valuable to Dr. Campbell; the team is divided on what they
should do next, so Reed and Caitlin take matters into their own hands.



Girlfriends' Guide to Divorce

Rule #10: Just Survive
August 24, 2017

Abby (Lisa Edelstein) and Barbara (Retta) clash over big financial decisions. Abby considers
reconnecting with an old flame. An errand for Gemma brings Phoebe to JD’s door. Delia and Paul take
their working relationship to the next level. Jo attends a silent retreat and confronts Albert.

The Good Doctor

Burnt Food
September 25, 2017

A young autistic surgeon who relocates from Wyoming to California to complete his medical training
relies on his top-notch skills to disprove his colleagues’ skepticism.

Gotham

A Dark Knight: That's Entertainment
April 12, 2018

The Arkham inmates are still running freely in Gotham and they're only getting more difficult to catch.
Gordon develops a plan, but reluctantly has to turn to Bruce for help. Meanwhile, Barbara finds out just
how far her new friends are willing to go for her.

Halt And Catch Fire

So It Goes
August 19, 2017

Gordon enjoys success while Joe works to keep their web project afloat. Cameron extends a business
trip. Donna launches a new venture.

The Handmaid's Tale

June
April 25, 2018

Season Two premiere. Offred rides in the back of the van, unsure where she's headed. She may be
getting out, but Gilead has other ideas.

Hap and Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

T-Bone Mambo
March 21, 2018

Leonard locates Bacon, a local diner cook, to find out more information about Florida's disappearance.
Hap is arrested by Officer Reynolds and taken to meet the local Klan chief, Truman Brown.

Happy!

Destroyer of Worlds
January 24, 2018

Finally reunited, Sax and Happy make one last push to save Hailey while Amanda pursues a dangerous
lead all by herself and Blue and Isabella come to blows over a dark family secret.



Here and Now

Eleven, Eleven
February 11, 2018

The “perfect” Bayer-Boatwright clan prepare for the 60th birthday party of their patriarch – as cracks
emerge in their progressive, multiracial family. After a troubling incident at the party, Parents, Audrey
and Greg, take their Columbian-born son, Ramon, to a therapist who has an unexplainable connection to
the young man.

Homeland

All In
April 22, 2018

Saul’s team arrives in Russia under diplomatic cover. The Russians deny their interference with Keane’s
presidency. When the operation to kidnap Simone fails, Saul blackmails a Russian general. The general’s
gunmen raid the GRU, seeking Simone, but Carrie has taken her place. Saul gets Simone. Keane is
relieved from office.

I'm Dying Up Here

The Cost Of A Free Buffet
June 18, 2017

After defying Goldie, Edgar tries to get back into her good graces. Cassie tests out some controversial
new material, to mixed reviews. Adam, Eddie and Ron join forces to take down a ventriloquist. Goldie is
forced to make a tough decision when her oldest friend Judy comes to town.

Imposters

Andiamo
April 26, 2018

A sudden threat derails Maddie's attempt to find peace of mind. Ezra and Rosa's passion heats up while
the Bumblers make their desperate escape across the border.

Into the Badlands

Enter the Phoenix
April 22, 2018

Sunny returns to the Badlands, seeking a cure for his son Henry. The Widow and Chau wage a bloody
civil war. A new threat emerges.

Killing Eve

Nice Face
April 08, 2018

MI5 security officer Eve Polastri is bored in her job and yearns for a more exciting life. When a Russian
politician is murdered, Eve is tasked with protecting the only witness and soon finds herself on a
collision course with violent and extraordinary assassin, Villanelle.

Knightfall

Do You See the Blue?
February 07, 2018

Vastly outnumbered, the Templars must fight for their lives in a battle with the Red Knights.



Krypton

Hope
May 16, 2018

Lyta and Zod come up with a plan to stop Brainiac, while Seg must decide if he’s willing to make the
ultimate sacrifice in service of the greater good of Kandor.

Legion

Chapter 18
June 05, 2018

An uneasy reunion leads to a shocking truth.

Loaded

Leon's Teacher
July 24, 2017

The boys receive a 'flying visit' from their new American boss, Casey, and she immediately demands
that they start churning out profitable, new content. But the freshly-minted gang are busy doing other
things.

Lost in Space

Impact
April 13, 2018

On the way to a space colony, a crisis sends the Robinsons hurtling toward an unfamiliar planet, where
they struggle to survive a harrowing night.

Lucifer

A Devil of My Word
May 14, 2018

Lucifer, Chloe Ella and Dan realize that Pierce has killed Charlotte. Maze escapes from Pierce's hide-out
by killing his henchmen. Lucifer and Pierce have their ultimate showdown. Chloe finally sees Lucifer's
true self.

The Magicians

All That Josh
March 07, 2018

Quentin, Kady and Alice try to convince an old friend to return home. Eliot and Margo face the
consequences of their actions. Julia and Fen try to help a young girl.

Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

The End
May 18, 2018

To save Coulson or let him die is the quandary that the team find themselves in, as the wrong decision
will cause the destruction of Earth, in the season finale episode.



Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA Playland
March 08, 2018

Waking up in unfamiliar surroundings, Jessica once again finds herself torn between two worlds and
facing an impossible choice.

Marvel's The Punisher

Kandahar
August 18, 2017

Frank skips the subtlety while interrogating Micro. Brutal memories of top-secret missions shed light on
Frank's past.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Pilot
November 29, 2017

In 1958 New York, Midge Maisel’s life is just how she pictured, a loving family and elegant dinners in
their Upper West Side apartment until she learns of her husband’s affair. No longer a housewife, she
surprises everyone when she decides to be a stand-up comic.

McMafia

Episode 8
April 23, 2018

Alex flies to Moscow unaware of his father’s actions, Vadim & Ilya are lying in wait for him. Alex has to
draw on all his resources, will he survive?

Mindhunter

Episode 2
October 13, 2017

Holden interviews the eerily articulate murderer Ed Kemper, but his research provokes negative
feedback at the Bureau.

Mr. Robot

eps3.4_runtime-err0r.r00
November 08, 2017

E Corp in chaos. Elliot is on the run. Darlene comes to help. Can’t stop won’t stop Angela. FTW.

Narcos

Checkmate
September 01, 2017

Peña hatches a play to try and capture Cali leader Gilberto Rodriguez. Amado proposes a business idea
to Pacho.



9-1-1

Worst Day Ever
January 24, 2018

Bobby ad the team race to save the survivors on a deadly plane crash while Athena attempts to control
the panic and chaos that ensues at the airport.

Orange is the New Black

Storm-y Weather
June 09, 2017

As chaos descends on Litchfield three days into the riot, the inmates wonder what the future holds and
seek solace in loved ones.

The Orville

Old Wounds
September 10, 2017

Newly promoted Captain Ed (Seth MacFarlane), is taken back when his ex-wife (Adrianne Palicki) is
assigned as his First Officer.

Outlander

The Battle Joined
September 10, 2017

After living through the Battle of Culloden, Jamie finds himself at the mercy of unforgiving British
victors, until a connection from his past provides his only hope of survival. Meanwhile, a pregnant Claire
attempts to adjust to life in the modern world of 1940s Boston – and life with Frank.

Ozark

Sugarwood
July 21, 2017

After his business partner cheats a dangerous client, financial advisor Marty must devise a radical plan
to save the lives of himself and his family.

Peaky Blinders

The Duel
December 21, 2017

Despite being outnumbered, Tommy starts a shootout with the Mafia. Luca Changretta approaches Alfie
Solomons. The British military seeks out Ada.

Power

That Ain't Me
August 20, 2017

When Ghost realizes he's getting screwed, he starts playing dirty. After meeting the boss, Angela
explores other options. Tommy gets proof that paints Kate in a new light. And with people after him,
Tariq hatches a plan.



Preacher

On the Road
June 25, 2017

Jessie, Tulip, and Cassidy hit the road in search of God and are stalked by a killer cowboy from hell.

Quantico

Fear and Flesh
May 03, 2018

In tracking down the origin of a deadly strain of tuberculosis threatening Americans, Agent Ryan Booth
must go undercover and infiltrate a white supremacist organization – an assignment that threatens the
life of another member of the team.

Queen Of The South

Un Pacto Con El Diablo
June 21, 2017

Teresa flees Mexico after her drug-runner boyfriend is murdered. Setting in Dallas she looks to become
the country's reigning drug smuggler and to avenge her lover's murder.

Ray Donovan

Horses
October 01, 2017

A last-ditch medical trial sends Ray on a dark mission in New York. Alone in LA, Abby turns to Terry and
Bridget to help her make the toughest decision of her life.

S.W.A.T.

Payback
April 05, 2018

Hondo and the SWAT team go on a citywide search for a kidnapped heiress. Mumford announces he's get
married for the fourth time setting off alarm bells within the team.

SEAL Team

The Graveyard Of Empires
May 09, 2018

The lives of the elite Navy S.E.A.L.s as they train, plan and execute the most dangerous, high-stakes
missions our country can ask.

A Series of Unfortunate Events

The Hostile Hospital (Part 2)
March 30, 2018

A bearded Klaus and Sunny comb the hospital's crumbling halls for Violet, who's being held prisoner
under Count Olaf's questionable "care."



Shameless

Sleepwalking
January 28, 2018

Fiona uses her Gallagher roots to get the homeless family out of her apartment. Ian and his followers go
into hiding. Lip cuts ties with Sierra. Carl attempts to go back to school without upsetting Kassidi.
Debbie considers letting Derek back into Franny's life. Frank tries to rob Liam’s friend.

Shooter

The Dark End of the Street
August 08, 2017

Bob Lee and Isaac discover the world’s greatest assassin is now on American soil. Flashbacks to a
mission in Afghanistan reveal his identity. Julie finds a new coping method. After embedding with a new
source, Nadine shows up to Swagger ranch to share suspicions of a military conspiracy.

Snowfall

Trauma
July 26, 2017

Franklin and Leon deal with the thief. Teddy goes to extreme measures to protect the CIA. Lucia and
Gustavo connect in the aftermath of the previous night.

Star Trek: Discovery

What's Past is Prologue
January 28, 2018

Lorca plans to move forward with a coup against the Emperor, propelling Burnham to make a quick
decision to save not only herself, but the U.S.S. Discovery.

Step Up: High Water

Episode 1
January 13, 2018

After their mother is arrested, twins Janelle and Tal are sent to live with their Uncle Al in Atlanta.
Janelle learns about a performing arts school, High Water, in their new neighborhood, which may just
change everything.

Stranger Things

Chapter Eight: The Mind Flayer
October 27, 2017

An unlikely hero steps forward when a deadly development puts the Hawkins lab on lockdown, trapping
Will and several others inside.

13 Reasons Why

Bryce and Chloe
May 18, 2018

Chaos erupts at school in the aftermath at Bryce's testimony. Jessica tells Chloe about the clubhouse.
Alex's memories come rushing back.



Timeless

The Darlington 500
March 18, 2018

The Time Team chases Rittenhouse to a stock car race in the 1950s where Wyatt learns that his favorite
race car driver is actually a Rittenhouse sleeper agent on a mission to destroy the American car
industry.

Trust

La Dolce Vita
April 08, 2018

J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.

TURN: Washington's Spies

Reckoning
August 05, 2017

After receiving Abe's intel, Washington heads south to lay siege on Yorktown. Abe volunteers for the
Continental Army. Peggy goes into labor.

Victoria (Masterpiece)

Faith, Hope & Charity
February 04, 2018

News of the horrific famine in Ireland has finally reached the Queen. She is adamant that her
government should be doing more to help, but meets with surprising opposition from her Prime
Minister.

Vikings

Moments of Vision
January 24, 2018

A sense of doom looms over Kattegat as bloodshed ensues. As the defeated army flees in the face of the
victors, a legendary warrior makes his way home.

The Walking Dead

Some Guy
November 12, 2017

A new weapon in the Savior arsenal proves to be a giant hurdle as fighting continues between Rick’s
forces and those of the Saviors.

Westworld

Akane No Mai
May 20, 2018

Maeve finds a new voice. Dolores and Teddy face the realities of a future together.



The X-Files

My Struggle III
January 03, 2018

The innocent seeming man smoking a cigarette at the end of the Pilot some 25 years ago is the catalyst
wanting to change the world as Mulder & Scully race to find their son

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation

American Housewife

It's Hard to Say Goodbye
March 21, 2018

Katie and Greg struggle to help the kids accept loss as a family friend suddenly passes away and as
their pet pig, Hans Gruber, must be returned to his natural habitat.

Arrested Development

Premature Independence
May 29, 2018

It’s the 2nd of July and therefore the fourth of July parade in Newport – Soon, Gob is trapped halfway
through a sexuality changing illusion, Lindsay’s float simultaneously offends both ends of the political
spectrum and Buster is freed from jail, moments before he makes his jail break.

Atlanta

Teddy Perkins
April 05, 2018

Darius is trippin in this one. Y'all know I woulda been left.

Atypical

The Silencing Properties Of Snow
August 11, 2017

After a disastrous dinner with Paige's family, Sam makes amends at the school dance. Casey's fury at
her mom affects her relationship with Evan.

Ballers

Bull Rush
July 30, 2017

In Las Vegas on business, Spencer gets reacquainted with Chloe, an old flame working for Wayne. Set up
by Joe to represent Kisan, Jason ends up sweating it out in a tough neighborhood. Charles gets a public-
speaking primer from Julie; Vernon and Reggie make a risky endorsement deal.

Barry

Chapter Seven: Loud, Fast And Keep Going
May 06, 2018

A deadly shootout at the airstrip forces Barry to make a difficult decision, and threatens his
participation in Sally’s big stage moment, compromising her chance to impress another Hollywood
agent. Pazar blames Fuches for convincing him to declare war on Cristobal Sifuentes, a ruthless yet
civilized Bolivian drug lord.

Baskets

A Night At The Opera
February 13, 2018

Chip incorporates a San Joaquin Valley earthiness into his clown routine.



Better Things

Rising
September 21, 2017

Sam clears her head.

Big Mouth

Am I Gay?
September 29, 2017

A trailer for a new movie starring The Rock leaves Andrew questioning his sexuality. Jessi and Nick's
budding romance turns ugly fast.

BoJack Horseman

Time's Arrow
September 08, 2017

In 1963, young socialite Beatrice Sugarman meets the rebellious Butterscotch Horseman at her
debutante party.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

99
December 05, 2017

Holt learns he's in the running to become Chief Commissioner of the NYPD when the squad is in LA for a
funeral, but when they miss their flight back to New York, Jake tries to get Holt back in time for the
interview.

Cobra Kai

Mercy
May 02, 2018

The highly-anticipated All Valley Karate Tournament brings Johnny and Daniel on opposite sides again,
except this time, the new generation of karate students are the combatants. Who will pay the price for
ultimate victory?

Crashing

Artie
February 18, 2018

Pete’s decision to organize a secret benefit for an ailing comedy vet finds him scrambling to put on a
good show and being forced to face some hard truths about Artie.

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Thank You For Your Service
October 29, 2017

Larry might get banned from the golf club for telling a member his child looks “a little Asian”. Larry
upsets Sammi's war veteran fiancé Victor when he doesn't "thank him for his service." Larry then invites
Victor to a Revolutionary War reenactment, which triggers Victor's PTSD.



Dear White People

Chapter VII
May 04, 2018

After bombing at a stand-up comedy set, Troy sets out on a shroom-fueled quest to find his true voice,
connecting with friends and exes along the way.

Detectorists

Episode 3
January 15, 2018

The comedy follows two oddball metal detecting enthusiasts scouring the English countryside for
treasure. Now sharing the field, Andy (Mackenzie Crook) and Lance (Toby Jones) race Simon and
Garfunkel for first dibs. Fed up with his archaeology job, Andy makes a rash decision, and Lance receives
an unexpected visitor.

Divorce

Alone Again, Naturally
March 04, 2018

Season finale. Robert and Jackie move toward a new step in their real estate business. Frances faces the
fallout of a successful opening at her gallery, and enlists Robert's help with a home repair project. A
returned favor from Frances sets Diane on a bender, which haunts her at another eventful party.

The End Of The F***ing World

Episode 6
January 05, 2018

James reveals he's a man of hidden talents, Alyssa squares off with a shrewd gas station manager, and
Eunice makes a startling discovery.

Episodes

Episode 1
August 20, 2017

Matt’s gameshow "The Box" is now a runaway hit with Gilbert Gottfried as a contestant. Sean and
Beverly are forced to work for Sean's loathsome ex-partner Tim after Helen puts him in charge of their
new show. Season premiere.

Everything Sucks!

We Were Merely Freshmen
February 16, 2018

The Boring community comes together for the movie premiere, where angst simmers even as wounds
heal and relationships blossom.

Friends From College

A Night of Surprises
July 14, 2017

The gang gets together to celebrate Sam's 40th birthday, where Lisa suffers a crisis of conscience and
Nick's announcement catches everyone off guard.



Ghosted

Lockdown
October 22, 2017

A skeptical, tough ex-cop is forced to team up with a nerdy scientist and firm believer of the
paranormal. They must help a secret government agency deal with unexplained and paranormal
occurrences.

GLOW

Money's in the Chase
June 23, 2017

On the day of the big taping, Sam attends to unfinished personal business, while Ruth scrambles to
make last-minute changes to the lineup.

The Good Place

The Trolley Problem
October 19, 2017

Michael turns an ethical dilemma from Chidi's lessons into a frightening reality, and Janet helps Tahani
process her feelings.

Grace And Frankie

The Death Stick
January 19, 2018

Robert and Sol begin therapy. Grace and Frankie get a surprise when they bring gifts to a fan of their
vibrators. Brianna's nemesis makes an offer.

Insecure

Hella Perspective
September 10, 2017

Season finale. Over the course of one pivotal month, Issa, Molly, and Lawrence face choices impacting
their work and personal lives, with each considering whether to embrace a new future or look back to
the past.

Just Add Magic

Just Add Spices
January 19, 2018

When the magical cookbook opens up to a map, the three protectors go on individual quests to save
magic from disappearing forever.

K.C. Undercover

Stormy Weather
November 17, 2017

Ernie and Marisa team up to help K.C. stop Brady and The Alternate from launching The Storm Maker.



Love

Sarah From College
March 09, 2018

When Gus bumps into an ex at a wedding, Mickey realizes there's a lot she still doesn't know about his
past.

The Middle

Hecks vs. Glossners: The Final Battle
March 20, 2018 - March 20, 2018

The Hecks take on the nabor hood in the altment battle.

Mike Judge Presents: Tales From the Tour Bus

Johnny Paycheck
September 22, 2017

Series premiere. Outlaw country singer Johnny Paycheck's rise to stardom and the infamous bar fight
where he shot a man over a turtle soup recipe, which led to a high-profile trial, a prison sentence and
one of his greatest hits, “Old Violin.”

Modern Family

Lake Life
September 27, 2017

Modern Family stars the Pritchett-Dunphy-Tucker clan, a wonderfully large and blended family. Together
these three families give us an honest and often hilarious look into the sometimes warm, sometimes
twisted, embrace of the modern family. In Lake Life, Jay forces the family to take a houseboat vacation.

Mozart in the Jungle

Domo Arigato
February 16, 2018

Hailey faces off against new peers at the Fukusoft Conducting Competition in Japan. Rodrigo meets a
new composer who claims to know more about Mozart than he does. Gloria tries to eclipse Betty in her
fight for Fukumoto's attention, and Thomas is reluctantly reunited with an old flame.

On My Block

Chapter Ten
March 16, 2018

Partners switch on more than the dance floor at Olivia's Quinceañera, but an act of mercy could cost the
friends everything they hold dear.

One Day at a Time

Homecoming
January 26, 2018

At the kids' school dance, Elena tries to appear popular in front of Syd, and chaperones Penelope and
Max reach a milestone in their relationship.



The Ranch

Wrapped Up In You
December 15, 2017

Wondering if he's ready to marry Abby, Colt seeks romantic advice from an unlikely source: Beau.
Rooster hires a flaky new waitress.

Room 104

Red Tent
September 29, 2017

Two young men plotting to disrupt a political convention are interrupted by nerves...and an AC
repairman.

Ryan Hansen Solves Crimes on Television

Pilot
October 25, 2017

Ryan and Mathers meet cute and totally solve their first murder together. Hijinks never ensue. Also: Jon
Cryer, folks.

Santa Clarita Diet

Easels and War Paint
March 23, 2018

Sheila and Joel piece together the previous night's events while dealing with a professional setback.
Abby gets a bold new look, courtesy of Lisa.

She's Gotta Have It

#BootyFull (SELFACCEPTANCE)
November 23, 2017

While Nola works through the aftermath of a disturbing encounter, her friend Shemekka considers
changing her body to boost her earning potential.

Silicon Valley

Facial Recognition
April 22, 2018

Overshadowed by Jared in an interview, Richard’s confidence wavers further when Laurie and Monica
force him to work with a new artificial-intelligence company, Eklow. Gilfoyle worries about the prospect
of introducing AI into Pied Piper. Dinesh makes Jared self-conscious ahead of a second interview. Gavin
questions his future beyond Hooli.

SMILF

Mark's Lunch & Two Cups of Coffee
December 31, 2017

Tutu prepares to go on a cruise. Rafi moves out of sober living and in with Nelson. Bridge believes she
has matched with her estranged Dad on Tinder. Supported by Tutu and Nelson, Bridge finally confronts
her abuser only to learn the man is not her father. Season finale.



Speechless

N-I-- NIGHTMARES ON D-I-- DIMEO S-STREET
October 25, 2017

The DiMeo kids mistakenly eat old Halloween candy that causes feverish dreams of horror and wish
fulfillment, and Kenneth agonizes over which era of Michael Jackson to dress as for Halloween.

Star Wars Rebels

A World Between Worlds
February 26, 2018

While his rebel friends occupy Imperial forces, Ezra gains access to a hidden chamber inside the Jedi
Temple where he experiences a stunning world between worlds and has a revelation that changes him
forever.

Superstore

Christmas Eve
December 05, 2017

Trying to prove how "wild" she can be, Amy turns a boring Christmas Eve at Cloud 9 into a holiday
adventure. Meanwhile, Jonah and Garrett's roommate issues boil over. Glenn tries to prove to Mateo
that Christmas is more than just "fine.

Survivor's Remorse

The Gala
September 17, 2017

Missy has planned an extraordinary gala which will promote the altruistic goals of The Calloway
Philanthropic Trust. Anyone who is anyone in Atlanta will be there. Cam’s enthusiasm is infectious. His
efforts to make the gala the most gut-wrenching emotionally charged event in years come true.

Sweetbitter

Now Your Tongue Is Coded
May 13, 2018

When Tess forgets her wallet at the restaurant, she goes back to discover what happens after-hours:
shift drinks. As Tess sips her wine, Simone teaches her about the coding of our tongues: sweet, salty,
sour, bitter, leading Tess to become even more enthralled by Simone.

This Close

Who We Are
February 14, 2018

Kate’s boss asks her to fill a spot in a “Disabilities in Media” panel and she must decide whether to
confront her tokenization or play along. Michael’s ex-BF Ryan shows up unannounced to dinner.

The Thundermans

Come What Mayhem
June 17, 2017

While Thunder Man and Electress are receiving the Platinum Cape Lifetime Award, Phoebe uses powers
to disable the stink bomb planted by Max. Then Phoebe tries to return Dark Mayhem's powers into an
orb, but the powers reject the orb and bounce right back into her body.



The Tick

After Midnight
August 25, 2017

Arthur, Dot, and Overkill try to get a message to Superian, with the help of a retired hero.

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Party Monster: Scratching the Surface
May 30, 2018

DJ Fingablast (Derek Klena) stars in and narrates a documentary about his quest to find the DJ who
inspired him as a kid: DJ Slizzard, aka Reverend Richard (Jon Hamm). But things take a dramatic turn
when he learns that his hero is now in prison.

Vice Principals

The Union of the Wizard & the Warrior
November 12, 2017

Series finale. The school year comes to a startling end.

Vida

Episode 2
May 13, 2018

Eddy struggles to connect with the two sisters as Lyn falls into old neighborhood patterns and Emma
searches for a way out.

Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later

Rain
August 04, 2017

As a storm lashes the camp, tensions between lovers and rivals boil over, and Vic's date takes a turn for
the weird.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Editing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Special

Alias Grace

Part 1
November 03, 2017

Young American doctor Simon Jordan arrives at Canada's Kingston Penitentiary to study the perplexing
mind of Grace Marks, a convicted murderer

The Alienist

Hildebrandt's Starling
February 19, 2018

The team learns more about the killer. Moore (Luke Evans) and Sara (Dakota Fanning) share an intimate
moment. Kreizler (Daniel Brühl) seeks advice from an old mentor. Roosevelt (Brian Geraghty) takes
action.

American Horror Story: Cult

Great Again
November 14, 2017

Kai sets his master plan into motion. Ally reveals the truth to Kai.

American Vandal

Premature Theories
September 15, 2017

After the documentary goes viral, Peter deals with publicity and sorts through various fan theories.
Video evidence from a party provides new clues.

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

Alone
March 21, 2018

The hunt for spree-killer Andrew Cunanan comes to a frantic end.

Autofac (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Society has collapsed, but an automatic product-manufacturing plant continues to operate in alignment
with consumerism. When a small band of humans decide to shut down the factory for good, they
discover they may actually be the perfect consumers after all.

Collateral

Episode 1
March 09, 2018

Probing what could be a random street shooting, DI Glaspie turns to the victim's frightened family for
clues. A key witness withholds evidence.



Comrade Detective

Two Films For One Ticket
August 04, 2017

Gregor's research into the disturbed American mindset leads him and Iosef to a party at a lecherous
movie producer's house where alcohol, girls, and R-rated propaganda films run aplenty.

Echoes (Lore)

October 13, 2017

Dr. Walter Freeman is the father of the icepick lobotomy. He believes the ten-minute procedure will all
but end the need for the mental hospital. He has the best of intentions but winds up creating an entirely
new kind of horror story.

Fahrenheit 451

May 19, 2018

In an alternate tomorrow, fireman Montag burns books for a living. Under the guidance of his mentor
Beatty, Montag represses intellectual thought and battles terrorists who want to preserve freedom,
culture and history. Influenced by renegade Clarisse, Montag begins to question all he believes. Based
on Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.

Genius: Picasso

Chapter Seven
May 29, 2018

After WWII, Picasso (Antonio Banderas) joins the Communist Party. He is haunted by a tragic love affair.

The Girlfriend Experience

Bria: Living Like a Tornado
December 03, 2017

Bria takes matters into her own hands in order to escape Ian.

The Girlfriend Experience

Erica & Anna: Family
December 03, 2017

Anna breaks some big news to Erica and Erica begins to feel increasing pressure at work.

Godless

Homecoming
November 22, 2017

While the residents of La Belle prepare for Frank's onslaught, Whitey seeks help from an unexpected
ally. Roy and Frank come to an understanding.

Howards End

Episode 1
April 08, 2018

Spring 1905, Margaret Schlegel, brother Tibby and Aunt Juley receive a letter from sister Helen, who is
visiting the Wilcoxes at Howards End. A misunderstanding sets in motion events that intertwine the
Schlegels’, Wilcoxes’ and the Basts’ lives.



Little Women

Part Two
May 20, 2018

As Marmee waits by her husband’s sickbed, the March sisters must learn to cope without their parents.
A year passes and sees new additions to the March family. Jo moves to New York to pursue her writing,
but there is worry all around as Beth’s health and spirits flag.

The Long Road Home

The Road to War
November 07, 2017

It’s the first day on patrol for Task Force Lancer when troops under Lt. Shane Aguero are ambushed
during a routine sanitation mission.

The Looming Tower

Boys at War
March 21, 2018

Vince continues asking for permission to share Mihdhar’s visa with the FBI. O’Neill loses his briefcase
and an investigation into his handling of classified materials begins. A boy, radicalized after the CIA’s
retaliation attack killed his friend, travels to Yemen to start his own martyrdom journey.

The Magical Wand Chase: A Sesame Street Special

November 11, 2017

While taking her friends on a magical hot air balloon, Abby Cadabby loses her wand to a curious bird
(voiced by Elizabeth Banks). While chasing the bird, they visit new neighborhoods, and discover new
foods, music and languages – learning that kindness is universal and friends can be found anywhere.

Manhunt: Unabomber

Publish or Perish
August 15, 2017

In 1995, the Unabomber offers to stop bombing if his Manifesto is published. Fitz puts everything on the
line to push for publication, devising a massive operation to uncover the Unabomber’s identity. When
Fitz’s plan fails, he is fired from his duties at the UTF and sent home in disgrace.

Marvel's The Defenders

The H Word
August 18, 2017

Matt Murdock, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Danny Rand investigate criminals and fight injustice,
unaware their paths are about to cross.

Michael Jackson's Halloween

October 27, 2017

Millennials Vincent and Victoria meet "accidentally" on Halloween night and find themselves at a
mysterious hotel. Once inside, Vincent and Victoria are sent on an unexpected, magical adventure of
personal discovery. Featuring the voices of Christine Baranski, Alan Cumming, Brad Garrett, and Jim
Parsons and the music of Michael Jackson.



Mosaic

Ilsa from Finland
January 25, 2018

Joel’s New Year’s Eve whereabouts come under increased scrutiny after his bar buddy, Frank, admits
that their alibi was bogus. A visit to a New Year’s reveler clears up one issue, but the timing of another
remains unclear.

Notes From the Field

February 24, 2018

A film adaptation of the acclaimed play, Notes From the Field, composed of excerpts from interviews
conducted by Tony and Pulitzer Prize nominee, Anna Deavere Smith, combines her mastery performing
real life characters and an investigation of how kids living in poverty get pushed out of school and into
prison.

Paterno

April 07, 2018

In the aftermath of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal, Joe Paterno, the winningest coach in
college football history finds his legacy challenged and is forced to confront questions of personal
culpability and institutional failure in regard to the victims.

Patrick Melrose

Bad News
May 12, 2018

Controlled by several addictions, Patrick Melrose involuntarily flies to New York to collect his father’s
ashes. During a lost Manhattan weekend, Patrick’s remorseless search for satisfaction, haunted by old
acquaintances and insistent inner voices, sends him into a nightmarish spiral. He pushes body and mind
to the very edge.

Picnic at Hanging Rock

Episode 1.01
May 25, 2018

Late 19th century, Hester Appleyard arrives in Australia, haunted by a secret past. Now in the new
world, she establishes a successful school for young ladies. But on Valentine’s Day, 1900, the
headmistress allows her pupils to picnic at Hanging Rock where something unthinkable happens.

Rellik

Go Back
April 13, 2018

In their hunt for a serial killer, detective Gabriel Markham and his team come to the apparent end of the
case, but how did it all begin?

Scoobynatural (Supernatural)

ScoobyNatural
March 29, 2018

Hunting a malevolent spirit, the Winchesters are "cartooned" and animated into a favorite episode of
Scooby-Doo, Where Are You! How will they help the cartoon gang solve a real mystery and try to escape
back to the real world?



Seven Seconds

Boxed Devil
February 23, 2018

As community outrage over Brenton's death grows, Latrice's grief takes her down a dark path.
Meanwhile, KJ makes a painful confession.

The Sinner

Part I
August 02, 2017

An unassuming housewife violently stabs a beachgoer to death sparking an investigation by local police
and sudden confusion in a small town.

The Tale

May 26, 2018

Revisiting a story she wrote at thirteen, a documentary filmmaker (Laura Dern) faces life- altering
questions about her first sexual experience and the elusive nature of memory. The Tale is director
Jennifer Fox’s personal memoir examining the journey from denial to truth—and the stories we tell
ourselves to survive.

The Terror

A Mercy
April 23, 2018

With the end of their foodstuffs in sight, and no signs of a thaw, the expedition's officers accept the
harrowing reality that their best chance of survival may lie in an eight-hundred mile walk out. A plan is
hatched to raise their spirits before the captains deliver this dismaying news.

Top of the Lake: China Girl

The Battle of the Mothers
September 12, 2017

Robin must dig deep to confront the fact that a gunman has taken Mary hostage from Silk 41 and the
brothel might be a link to the missing surrogates.

Twin Peaks

Part 8
June 25, 2017

Gotta light?

Unsolved: The Murders Of Tupac And The Notorious B.I.G.

Wherever It Leads
February 27, 2018

In 1997, Detective Russell Poole launches the first major investigation into the murder of The Notorious
B.I.G. Ten years later, Detective Greg Kading re-opens the still-unsolved case.



USS Callister (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Capt. Robert Daly presides over his crew with wisdom and courage. But a new recruit will soon discover
nothing on this spaceship is what it seems.

Waco

Operation Showtime
February 07, 2018

When editing the sound on Waco we focused on bringing a reality to the sound scape of the show,
especially the siege. We covered every detail and had both a survivor and one of the FBI negotiators to
help us get the sound right.

End of Category


